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Quantum query complexity is a black-box model of quantum computation, where the resource measured
is the number of queries to the input needed to compute a function. This model captures the great algorithmic
successes of quantum computing like the search algorithm of Grover [5] and the period finding subroutine
of Shor’s factoring algorithm [10], while at the same time is simple enough that one can often show tight
lower bounds.

Recently, there have been very exciting developments in quantum query complexity. Reichardt [9]
showed that the general adversary bound, formerly just a lower bound technique for quantum query com-
plexity [6], is also an upper bound. This characterization opens a new avenue for designing quantum query
algorithms. The general adversary bound can be written as a relatively simple semidefinite program, thus by
providing a feasible solution to the minimization form of this program one can upper bound quantum query
complexity.

This plan turns out to be quite difficult to implement as the minimization form of the adversary bound
has exponentially many constraints. Even for simple functions it can be challenging to directly write down
a feasible solution, much less worry about finding a solution with good objective value. To surmount this
problem, Belovs [2] introduced the beautiful model of learning graphs, which can be viewed as the mini-
mization form of the general adversary bound with additional structure imposed on the form of the solution.
This additional structure makes learning graphs easier to reason about by ensuring that the constraints are
automatically satisfied, leaving one to worry about optimizing the objective value.

Learning graphs have already proven to be a very successful model for designing quantum query algo-
rithms. In his original paper [2], Belovs gave an algorithm for triangle finding with complexity O(n35/27),
improving the quantum walk algorithm of Magniez et al. [8] with complexity O(n1.3). Belovs’ triangle
algorithm was later generalized to detecting constant-sized subgraphs [11, 7], giving an algorithm of com-
plexity o(n2−2/k) for determining if a graph contains a k-vertex subgraph H, again improving the [8] bound
of O(n2−2/k). All these algorithms use the most basic model of learning graphs, that we also use in this
paper. A more general model of learning graphs (introduced, though not used in Belovs’ original paper) was
used to give an o(n3/4) algorithm for k-element distinctness, when the inputs are promised to be of a certain
form [3]. Recently, Belovs further generalized the learning graph model and removed this promise to obtain
an o(n3/4) algorithm for the general k-distinctness problem [1].
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In this paper, we continue to show the power of the learning graph model. We give an algorithm for
detecting a triangle in a graph making O(n9/7) queries. This lowers the exponent of Belovs algorithm from
about 1.296 to under 1.286. For the problem of testing if an operation ◦ : S× S→ S is associative, where
|S| = n, we give an algorithm making O(n10/7) queries, the first improvement over the trivial application
of Grover search with complexity O(n3/2). Previously, Dörn and Thierauf [4] gave a quantum walk based
algorithm to test if ◦ : S×S→ S′ is associative that improved on Grover search but only when |S′|< n3/4.

Our main contributions are two-fold. On the technical side, our improved algorithms result by allowing
more freedom in the choice of parameters in learning graphs for detecting constant-sized subgraphs, com-
pared to previous works [2, 11, 7]. Optimizing over this larger parameter space leads to our improvements
in complexity. The basic model of learning graphs that we use has the interesting property that the com-
plexity depends only on the structure of the 1-certificates, and not on the underlying alphabet. This means
that our subgraph detection algorithms immediately give algorithms for detecting subgraphs with specified
edge colors in a colored graph. This allows the extension to problems like associativity testing, which can
be viewed as detecting the presence of a handful of constant-size colored and directed graphs in a directed
colored graph.

On the conceptual side, we make the design of learning graph algorithms more accessible to the uniniti-
ated. Arguments analyzing the complexity of learning graphs can be tedious and repetitive—a bit like coding
in assembly. We provide a high-level language with simple commands like “load vertex a” or “load edge
(a,b)” and rules for the order in which they can be executed. This informal terminology was introduced
by Belovs, and our main theorem rigorously compiles this high-level language into a learning graph and
gives the resulting complexity. One can now design quantum query algorithms solely using the high-level
language and not worry about the nitty gritty learning graph implementation.

Our contribution. We now explain the new ideas in our learning graphs in more detail, using triangle
detection as an example. We first review the quantum walk algorithm of [8], and the learning graph algorithm
of Belovs [2]. For this high-level overview we just focus on the database of edge slots of the input graph
G that is maintained by the algorithm. A quantum walk algorithm explicitly maintains such a database, and
the nodes of a learning graph are labeled by sets of queries which we will similarly interpret as the database
of the algorithm.

In the quantum walk algorithm [8] the database consists of an r-element subset of the n-vertices of G
and all the edge slots among these r-vertices. That is, the presence or absence of an edge in G among a
complete r-element subgraph is maintained by the database. In the learning graph algorithm of Belovs, the
database consists of a random subgraph with edge density 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 of a complete r-element subgraph. In
this way, on average, O(sr2) many edge slots are queried among the r-element subset, making it cheaper to
set up this database. This saving is what results in the improvement of Belovs’ algorithm. Both algorithms
finish by using search plus graph collision to locate a vertex that is connected to the endpoints of an edge
present in the database, forming a triangle.

Zhu [11] and Lee et al. [7] extended the triangle finding algorithm of Belovs to finding constant sized
subgraphs. While the algorithm of Zhu again maintains a database of a random subgraph of an r-vertex
complete graph with edge density s, the algorithm of Lee et al. instead used a more structured database.
Let H be a k-vertex subgraph with vertices labeled from [k]. To determine if G contains a copy of H, the
database of the algorithm consists of k−1 sets A1, . . . ,Ak−1 of size r and for every {i, j} ∈H−{k} the edge
slots of G according to a sr-regular bipartite graph between Ai and A j. Again both algorithms finish by using
search plus graph collision to find a vertex connected to edges in the database to form a copy of H.

In this work, our database is again the edge slots of G queried according according to the union of regu-
lar bipartite graphs whose overall structure mimics the structure of H. Now, however, we allow optimization
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Table 1: A comparison of the costs in the triangle finding algorithms of [8, 2] and this paper. The vertices of the triangle
are a1,a2,a3. Parameters r,r1,r2 ∈ [n] specify set sizes in the algorithms, and s ∈ [0,1] specifies an edge density. In all
algorithms, loading a1 is low order. By taking r2 > r1 we can increase the complexity of this step (though it remains
low order) and decrease the complexity of the final step, resulting in our improved complexity.

over all parameters of the database—we allow the size of the set Ai to be a parameter ri that can be inde-
pendently chosen; similarly, we allow the degree of the bipartite graph between Ai and A j to be a variable
di j. This greater freedom in the parameters of the database allows the improvement in triangle finding from
O(n35/27) to O(n9/7). Instead of an r-vertex graph with edge density s, our algorithm uses as a database a
complete unbalanced bipartite graph with left hand side of size r1 and right hand side of size r2. Taking
r1 < r2 allows a more efficient distribution of resources over the course of the algorithm. As before, the
algorithm finishes by using search plus graph collision to find a vertex connected to endpoints of an edge in
the database. A comparison of the costs of each step for the quantum walk algorithm [8], the algorithm of
Belovs [2], and the algorithm given here can be found in Table 1.

The extension to functions of the form f : [q]n×n→{0,1}, like associativity, comes from the fact that the
basic learning graph model that we use depends only on the structure of a 1-certificate and not on the values
in a 1-certificate. This property means that an algorithm for detecting a subgraph H can be immediately
applied to detecting H with specified edge colors in a colored graph.

If an operation ◦ : S× S→ S is non-associative, then there are elements a,b,c such that a ◦ (b ◦ c) 6=
(a◦b)◦c. A certificate consists of the 4 (colored and directed) edges b◦c = e,a◦e,a◦b = d, and d ◦c such
that a ◦ e 6= d ◦ c. The graph of this certificate is a 4-path with directed edges, and using our algorithm for
this graph gives complexity O(|S|10/7).

We provide a high-level language for designing algorithms within our framework. The algorithm begins
by choosing size parameters for each Ai and degree parameters for the bipartite graph between Ai and A j.
Then one can choose the order in which to load vertices ai and edges (ai,a j) of a 1-certificate, according
to the rules that both endpoints of an edge must be loaded before the edge, and at the end all edges of
the certificate must be loaded. Our main theorem shows how to implement this high-level algorithm as a
learning graph and gives the resulting complexity.

With larger subgraphs, optimizing over the set size and degree parameters to obtain an algorithm of
minimal complexity becomes unwieldy to do by hand. Fortunately, this can be phrased as a linear program
and we provide code to compute a set of optimal parameters 1.

A full version of our paper can be found on the arXiv at http://arxiv.org/abs/1210.1014.

1code is available at https://github.com/troyjlee/learning_graph_lp
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